Abstract-Niching techniques diversify the population of Evolutionary Algorithms, encouraging heterogeneous convergence to multiple optima. The key to an effective diversification is identifying the similarity among individuals. With no prior knowledge of the fitness landscapes, it is usually determined by uninformative assumptions on the number of peaks. In this paper, we propose a method to estimate the sharing distance and the corresponding population size. Using the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning thwry and the r-cover concept, we derive the PAC neighbor distance of a local optimum. Within this neighborhwd, uniform samples are drawn and we compute the subspace fitness distance correlation (FDC) coefficients. An algorithm is developed to estimate the granularity feature of the fitness landscapes. The sharing distance is determined from the granularity feature and furthermore, the population size is decided. Experiments demonstrate that by using the estimated population size and sharing distance an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) correctly identifies multiple optima.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimodal function optimization is an application of Evolutionary Algorithms. Having been used to solve singleoptimum problems, such as pattern recognition [I] and image processing [2] , EAs suffer from premature or slow convergence when optimizing complex problem with many local optima'. To overcome the difficulties imposed by many local Moreover, computing the FDC requires the prior knowledge of the global optimum. In order to overcome these obstacles, we divide the search space into several subspaces using PAC learning theory. For each subspace, a few samples are taken and the largest one is assumed to be the ''local'' optimum. Subspace FDC coefficients are computed and used as a guide for further subgrouping.
In our approach, the focuses are at dividing the search space with a certain number of initial individuals and measuring subspace granularities from FDCs. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly discuss the concept of sharing technique and PAC learning theory. In section I11 we explain how the initial population defines the PAC neighboring distance. The analytical result is developed using PAC learning theory. In section IV, we present the calculations of subspace FDC as well as the subspace granularity. We develop an iterative algorithm to estimate the overall granularity of fitness landscapes. The sharing distance and population size are estimated after the algorithm description. In section VI, we demonstrate experimental results on I-dimensional and 2-dimensional functions. Finally, we conclude this paper in section VII.
11. BACKGROUND optima, researchers developed hybrid EAs that incorporate pj,narr Thnrino local search. Such techniques include clustering [3] , stochastic approximation [4] and parallel local search [SI. Meanwhile, niching (or speciation) is a particular mechanism that maintains several subpopulations so that each subpopulation locates a local optimum [6] . In niching strategies, sharing approach divides the fitness of an individual by the number of "similar" individuals. Determining the similarity among individuals is nontrivial and is important to maintain stable subpopulations.
In our Drevious work (71. we found that the DoDulation size .I, ' .... I "I 1 . . 1 , . . . [9] is a successful niching method. It attempts to maintain a diverse population with members distributed among niches in a multimodal fitness landscape. To diversify its population, sharing method reduces the fitness value of an individual within a neighborhood defined by the sharing function. This process rewards individuals that uniquely exploit regions of the fitness landscape by discouraging redundant solutions. The shared fitness is defined as . .
Fitness sharing
of EAs is problem-dependent and it can be estimated by anaf i lyzing the ruggedness of a fitness landscape. This information ahout the fitness landscape should be helpful for &termin-ing the sharing distance as well. This assumption, however, is not plausible for free-form optimization problem. Hence, we Propose an that employs Fitness Distance Of local ruggedness. Being as a measure Of Problem difficulty for Genetic Algorithms, a single FDC coefficient is unable to reveal the ruggedness variation in a fitness landscape. ' Wilhout loss of generality, we assume the optimization is maximizing.
where fi is the raw fitness of individual oi, m is the number of individuals in the population, and d, is the distance between the ith and the jth individuals. The sharing function sh(.) reaches the maximum of 1 at zero, decreases monotonically with distance, and falls to zero for distances that are greater than ush. For example, the triangular sharing function shown in The parameter u s h is vital to the performance of the sharing method and ideally, it should approximate the peaks' widths. The assumption on the number of evenly distributed peaks is made in order to calculate the sharing distance in Deb and Goldberg's work [lo] .
They first calculate the sum of the squared maximum distances on n dimensions. Then the square root of the summation is divided by 2 multiplied by the n root of Np, where N p is the number of peaks. Unfortunately, in many applications the number of peaks is unknown. In this paper, we propose a local search algorithm to estimate the granularity, which is a ruggedness measure of fitness landscape. With no prior knowledge on the number of peaks, we derive a sharing distance from the estimated granularity.
B. Population Size and PAC Leaming
The population size is also an important factor in multimodal function optimization. In order to explore the search space and maintain stable subgroups on local optima, a large population size is usually chosen. We have used the PAC learning theory to study population sizing [7] . In this section, we give a brief review on the PAC learning and our prior work.
The objective of PAC learning is to output an approximation of a target function by learning form examples. Let X be the set of all possible instances over which the target function is defined and C refers to some subset of the target concepts that a learner might learn. The learner considers a hypothesis space H when attempting to learn the target concept c, c E C. After observing a sequence of examples, a learner must output a hypothesis h, h E H. that is a good approximation of c with high probability. In order to measure the extent to which the output hypothesis h approximates the actual target concept c, the ermr of hypothesis h with respect to c and a distribution V is defined. V is the probability that h mismatches an instance drawn randomly according to V ,
where the probability P7 is over the distribution V. "High probability" is indicated by the confidence parameter 6. The number of training examples that is required by the learner largely determines PAC-learnability. The minimum number of training samples that is needed to attain PAC-learnability is sample complexity [I I] . The sample complexity m for an finite hypothesis space is
where 4 is the bound on error(h), 1x1 is the size of hypothesis space H .
By comparing the target function to the global optimum,
we notice that the sample complexity and the population size are similar concepts. Based on the ruggedness of a fitness landscapes, we applied PAC learning theory to generate a problem-dependent population size for real-coded EAs [7] .
where 4 = g(r)/~~cS~~,g(r) = r when n = 1, and y(7) == 1rT2/4 when n = 2. [l/$l defines the size of hypothesis space, such that with confidence 6, 0 < 6 < 1, the initial population forms an €-cover of search space S with probability greater than 1 -6 and e = r.
We took a decomposition of the fitness function to estimate the granularity. Although the proposed PAC population sizes for real-coded EAs are shown to be effective and efficient, this method is not applicable to cases like piece-wise or discontinuous functions. Therefore, a numerical method is needed to estimate the granularity. In the following sections, we describe a PAC learning based iterative granularity approximation method using subspace FDC.
PAC NEIGHBORHOOD
If given the granularity of a function, an ideal initial poptilation size can be determined analytically using PAC learning theory [7] . However, in most function optimization problems, the granularity is unknown. To derive such knowledge from a free-form function is non-trivial. Fortunately, PAC learning theory is a statistical method that relates the population size and the granularity of fitness functions.
Let initial population be a set of points randomly chosen from the search space. If the initial population forms an ecover of this space, then the distance relationship among initial individuals can be described by a number e. The E-cover concept is defined in a pseudometric space. If W denotas a set and function E : W x W + R+ is a pseudometric, (W,<) forms a pseudometric space (metric space). A set A = {-/I, 7 2 , . . . ,a,} is an €-cover of S, S C W , when the following two constraints are satisfied:
The value of e among uniformly distributed initial individuals is directly related to the number of individuals, i.e. the population size. From our previous work on PAC population size [7] , the following theorem can be proven that infers a PAC neighborhood distance from a given population size. We represent an initial individual as a vector 2 = {xl, z2,. . . , x"). Given the .PAC neighborhood distance V P a c = € 1 , in a n-dimensional search space S, the initial individual has a neighborhood on the kth dimension, i.e.
[zk -V p~c j Z , The initial point x and the I -1 samples form a set i.e.
{?I, 4,. . . , &}. We assume the "local" optimum is within these samples and denote it as f , f ( f ) = maz(f(?,)).
Hence a 1 -1 subset is generated that excludes the "local" optimum. Denote this subset as X-*, X-* = {Zl, ZZ,. . . , ZL} -
{T}. The fitness of X-* is F-* and the sample distance to
f is D-.. The FDC of this sample set is computed using Equation 7. We name it as Subspace FDC, denoted by T .
To reduce the computational complexity and to capture the local landscape feature, the number of samples selected from the subspace shall be small. Our experimental study suggests that 3 samples are adequate to satisfy the computation requirements. Based on subspace FDC, an algorithm is described below that estimates the subspace granularity, ?. That is, we choose the mean granularity on kth dimension with the smallest standard deviation as the granularity of the fitness landscape.
v. S H A R I N G DISTANCE A N D POPULATION SIZE
The sharing distance and the population size are closely related and we derive both parameters from the granularity of a fitness landscape.
From the calculation of subspace granularity, it is clear that we consider a local optimum as the mid-point of a peak. Therefore, the sharing distance u,h is calculated as half of the estimated granularity of a fitness landscape, i.e.
Considering the granularity r computed from Equation 8
and Equation 5, we can also decide the population size for Evolutionary Algorithms as where in I-dimensional function, g(r) = r and in 2-dimensional function, g(T) = ?rr2/4. This re-calculated population size is more suitable for exploring the search space. Table I and its function value of 1.4728. Due to the randomness, sonie cones are overlapped or too small to be shown. Therefore 24 maxima are considered, which are illustrated in Figure 4 (a).
VI. EXPERIMENTS A N D DISCUSSIONS
Although fitness sharing is usually considered a CA-related niching scheme and is previously used with binary GAS, we choose Evolution Strategies as the testing EA. The binary representation brings more computational overhead than real number representation because it requires a decoding process.
Another reason that we opt to use real numbers to represent individuals is the mapping from genotype to phenotype becomes trivial. The continuous fitness landscape structure is not affected by applying genetic operators. Using real number representation and self-adaptive evolving, Evolution Strategies is shown to work well with different niching schemes [14] .
We use a (fi + A) Evolution Strategy i n which p parents generate X offsprings and the best fi individuals among the parents and offsprings are selected to form next generation. First we use our estimated sharing distance and population size to test the performance of our algorithm. Figure 3 shows the typical population distribution on three I-dimensional functions. The output for the bell function is shown as a contour map in Figure 4 (b). For comparison purpose, we make several assumptions on the number of peaks for each test function so that different sharing distances can be computed using Equation 3. In all test instances, 50 runs are performed. The PAC populatiori size is generated based on Equation 5. The tests are terminated upon a pre-determined number of generations. In the experiments for 1-dimensional functions, the maximum generation is 30. In the experiments for 2-dimensional functions, we set the maximum generation to 50.
For the four test functions, the population distributions by assuming different number of peaks are shown in Figure 5, 6 , 7, and Figure 8 . To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of using estimated granularity in multimodal function optimization, we record the mean and the standard deviation of global maximum found in 50 runs, M and u f i respectively. We also average the number of generations at which the maximum values are found, 9. Table I1 lists the test results on four functions. Each column in the table records the results for an assumed number of peaks. Numbers in the last column illustrate the test result using OUT estimated parameters, which are decided with no prior information on the number of peaks.
The results show that the global convergence is reliable for all tests performed with our estimated parameters. It is shown that the average numbers of generations for 1-dimensional functions to find global optimum are below 20 and, it takes around 30 generations for bell function to locate the global optimum. By comparing the average number of peaks found, Pr,, with the actual number of peaks, No. Max., we show that EAs converge correctly with small variations in evaluations, up,, Our estimated sharing distances are close to the sharing distances calculated with the knowledge of the correct number of peaks. In the peer work [SI, it takes more than a hundred generations to converge. Our algorithm exhibits tremendous improvements in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. This shows that the initial populations are within vicinity of the optima. At the same time, a 'majority of local optima are found with reduced search. We observe that around 90% of local optima are located for I-dimentional tests, and over 18 local optima are found for bell function. Obviously, the local search obtains a rough knowledge of the ruggedness feature of fitness landscapes. Therefore, the estimated population size and sharing distance are more appropriate for multimodal function optimization than other means of randomly generating parameters. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Sharing distance is a de facto parameter for the success of multimodal function optimization. The fitness sharing distance is usually decided upon assumptions about the number of peaks and their distribution. Population size, an important factor in multimodal function optimization, has its influences on the formation of stable subpopulations. A small population is unable to fully explore the search space, thus miss local optima. On the other hand, using a larger than necessary population takes longer to converge and to form stable groups around local optima. Knowledge on the ruggedness feature of certain problems is critical in deciding both the sharing distance and the population size for EAs.
Our granularity approximation scheme firstly analyzes the fitness distance correlations in subspaces, then the knowledge gained on fitness landscape is used to estimate the sharing distance as well as the population size. By dividing the search space into subspaces, finer features on landscape are revealed.
Our method is grounded on PAC learning theory and computes subspace FDC coefficients. In the computation, a few samples are drawn from each subspace and the largest one is assumed to be the local optimum. Using subspace FDC, granularity of a fitness landscape is estimated and is employed to set the sharing distance and population size for an EA. Our experiments verify that the population size and the sharing distance are appropriate for quick convergences on multiple local optima including the global optimum. 
